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From STS to usability studies… and back
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Internet freedom?



How do we measure freedom of the net?

● Network measurements: monitoring trafic anomalies
● Remote measurements vs client-side approach (OONI probe)
● Analyzing BGP routing (IODA, Radar (QRator Labs)
● Multi-protocol analysis: Cloudflare Radar, M-Lab, ICLab
● Censored planet: collects and analyzes measurements from ongoing deployments 

of four remote measurement techniques (Augur, Satellite/Iris, Quack, and 
Hyperquack)

● Legal/policy analysis



Case of Crimea



Case of Crimea



The legend of “Runet”

6183 AS -- qrator labs (2019)



The death of “Runet”

● Slow death of the runet (interviews with 
ISPs…)

● Waiting for the Sovereign Runet since 
2016/2019

● Feb 2022:
+ Annexation of Ukrainian infrastructures, 

SORMification and russification of Ukrainian 
trafic on the ToTs

+ Influence on neighboring countries (selling 
SORM and DPI equipment; sanction 
circumvention

 “runet” has no borders?



War on VPN
● War VPNs (aug-oct 2023: 167 

VPN services blocked)
● Advanced usage of DPI device 

called TSPU for protocol-based 
blocking (Wireguard, OpenVPN, 

● Cat and mouse game

Source: The Insider, 10.10.2023

https://theins.ru/en/politics/265749


Source: leak from Ministry of transportation 
on VPN blocking

https://t.me/zatelecom/27010
https://t.me/zatelecom/27010


Source: OrderCom

https://t.me/ordercomru


But… censorship is an experience!



What people see / how do they feel about connectivity?

Can we actually measure 
the experience of 
network interferences?

How does it affect work 
and life of people?

What does it mean a 
VPN that **works**

At which point does it 
become unbearable for 
the user?



VPN measurements… undone!



Russian censorship studies… still lack on-the-ground 
reports!



What OONI sees?



What user sees?



Censorship still inconsistent across the country



Censorship is a complex experience!

Source: NaSvyazi digital helpline

https://t.me/na_svyazi_helpdesk/196


ISPs by region: ifreedomlab.net
Moscow: 1791 ISPs
Saint-Petersburg: 582 ISPs
Mari-El: 7 ISPs
Tyva: 7 ISPs



Raspad.network

https://gitlab.com/raspad-network/sources

https://gitlab.com/raspad-network/sources


Regional shutdowns

Source: IODA, BGP global prefix visibility for Ingushetia, Oct 2018

https://ioda.inetintel.cc.gatech.edu/


Source: OZI report on connectivity of RU regions

Source: Meduza investigation 
on n of ru soldiers died in UA

https://ozi-ru.org/proekty/shutdown-report-connectivity/
https://zona.media/casualties
https://zona.media/casualties


Telegram & WhatsApp blocking in Bashqortostan



Telegram & WhatsApp blocking in Yakutia



Reports on blocking of Whatsapp and Telegram

Source: сбой.рф



Reports on blocking of Whatsapp and Telegram

Source: сбой.рф



Methodological challenges

● Regional/local blocking is hard to prove (OONI data unequally distributed, 
lack of probes in remote regions, most probes in bigger central cities)

● Big ASNs → hard to geolocate
● Patchworked censorship, inconsistent across networks and even across 

browsers
● Measuring from outside… not accurate! Censorship is best measured from 

inside out



Bringing users in

● No “runet” but “runets”
● Organizing w indigenous activists to popularize OONI probe across regions
● Developing a secure protocol to enroll testers and collect data
● Collecting qualitative descriptions of “experiences of censorship” 
● Opening up “censorship” → information control
● Partnering with RiseUp/LEAP project to conduct fine-grain connectivity tests 

for a variety of circumvention protocols and bring new tests to OONI



“Silicon curtain”

Source: Ceno browser -- censorship.no



“The Road to Cheburnet” — 
a game by eQualit.ie 
and Noesis games



DONATE!!!


